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Unitrends Cloud Services
Flexible cloud-empowered storage, backup copy, and retention
The Unitrends Cloud offers data protection, backup copy, and disaster recovery, and business continuity
solutions that empower our Recovery-Series purpose-built backup appliances and Unitrends Enterprise
Backup software products with secure, automated, and cost-effective cloud capabilities. Simply connect your
Unitrends physical or virtual appliance to the Unitrends Cloud and automatically get off-site storage of your
backups.
Unitrends offers multiple cloud storage options to fit any need. Options include No Limits Cloud™, Forever
Cloud™, and Metered Cloud. Whether you are looking for off-site storage for Disaster Recovery or require long
term retention for regulatory and compliance reasons, Unitrends Cloud is flexible and affordable.

Choose your Unitrends Cloud option:
No Limits Cloud

Our No Limits Cloud offers cloud storage that dynamically scales to the capacity of your on premise
Recovery-Series or Unitrends Enterprise Backup appliance. All of the data stored on your appliance is
replicated in the No Limits Cloud.

Forever Cloud

Forever Cloud for long term retention allows users to copy on-premise backups to the highly available
Unitrends Cloud, an infrastructure designed to keep backups for an infinite number of years. This
removes the burden of long-term retention management from you and extends on-premise retention
to the cloud, reducing capital expense and operating costs while providing a cost effective alternative to
sending tapes off site for long term retention. Available in 500 GB increments, Forever Cloud is based on
protected capacity of your Unitrends appliance and stores a preset number of daily, weekly, and monthly
backups and infinite number of annual backup for one base price.

Metered Cloud

Metered cloud keeps a single copy of your most recent backup in the Unitrends Cloud for a pay as you
go DR option. Storage is available in 250 GB increments.

DISASTER RECOVERY SERVICES
(DRAAS) ADD-ON
Streamline your DR practices and simplify your infrastructure with backup and recovery in the
cloud. No Limits Cloud and Forever Cloud can be enhanced with optional Disaster Recovery as a
Service (DRaaS) and ReliableDR. DRaaS allows for the rapid spin-up of critical applications within
the cloud at a cost significant lower than building a second DR environment. ReliableDR ensures
that critical recovery SLAs are being met at all times via automated, application level testing in our
DR environment.
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Figure 1: Unitrends Cloud and Disaster Recovery Services

Secure Unitrends Cloud services include:
•

Redundant cloud storage ensures availability of your data.

•

Retention options so you can satisfy internal policies and industry regulations.

•

Advanced WAN Optimization (WO) and in-flight deduplication means that your data transfers to the cloud
faster, with less drag on your network.

•

Configurable security options with AES-256 encryption capabilities for data in-flight and at-rest.

•

Rapid deployment in a matter of minutes with the same replication and archive wizards as
Recovery‑Series and Unitrends Enterprise Backup on premise appliances.

•

Optional seeding available to quickly establish the initial data set in the cloud.

•

Hosting in secure SSAE 16 certified data centers for your peace of mind.
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UNITRENDS CLOUD SERVICES COMPARISON
No Limits Cloud

Forever Cloud Retention

Metered Cloud

Service Level Cloud storage copy of your
Description entire on-premise RecoverySeries or Unitrends Enterprise
Backup appliance.

Infinite retention in the cloud
to meet long-term compliance
requirements.

Cloud storage for your most
current backup data.

Backups
Kept in the
Cloud

All on-premise backups are
stored in the cloud.

A fixed long-term retention
policy stores a set of daily,
weekly, monthly and annual
backups in the cloud.

The most recent successful
backup.

Protected
Data in the
Cloud

All of your on-premise
protected data.

Sold in 500 GB protected
capacity increments.

Sold in 250 GB protected
capacity increments.

Disaster
Recovery
Services

Optional add-on

Optional add-on

Not available

Term

1, 3, or 5 year term

1, 3, or 5 year term

1, 3, or 5 year term

Get started today with cloud protection. Call 1.866.359.5411 or email sales@unitrends.com.

About Unitrends

Unitrends delivers award-winning business recovery solutions for any IT
environment. The company’s portfolio of virtual, physical and cloud solutions provides adaptive protection for organizations globally. To address
the complexities facing today’s modern data center, Unitrends delivers
end-to-end protection and instant recovery of all virtual and physical assets as well as automated disaster recovery testing built for virtualization.
With the industry’s lowest total cost of ownership, Unitrends’ offerings
are backed by a customer support team that consistently achieves a 98
percent satisfaction rating. Visit www.unitrends.com.
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Ready to see Unitrends in
action? Watch us crash a
server and restore it:

www.unitrends.com/product-demo
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